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Abstract 
In Arabic linguistic research, the term ا>;:ل >?@AB ‘reporting speech’ covers two main uses: FG< >?@AB ‘direct speech’ 
and HIJK >?@AB ‘indirect speech’. The reporter is assumed to be faithful to the form and meaning of the original 
speech when he adopts the former mode, while he is limited to the meaning when adopting the latter. As far as 
‘indirect speech’ is concerned, Arab grammarians suggest some formal indicators of the occurrence of this mode, 
like pronouns and deictic expressions backshift, and the use of the ‘explanatory’  َّأن  ‘anna’. However, 
misconception of the real nature of indirect reported speech by Arab scholars is apparent since most of them 
consider the absence of such indicators as a sign of direct speech even when it reports speeches of plural subjects. 
In addition reportive verbs of indirect speech have not been studied thoroughly either. The present study 
hypothesises that there are some linguistic indicators which precisely reveal the indirect nature of a reported 
speech in Arabic, and that this reportive mode employs a limited number of reportive verbs and reportive 
constructions in the Qur’anic discourse. In its theoretical account, the study characterizes the linguistic indicators 
of this mode in Arabic. The stylistic and statistical types of analysis validate the hypotheses of the study. They 
describe uses of this reportive mode, its speakers, and the reportive verbs adopted in the Qur’anic discourse.    
Keywords: indirect reported speech, Qur’anic discourse, reportive verbs, reportive constructions, reportive 
mode. 
 
1. Introduction 
In Arabic linguistic research, the term ا>;:ل >?@AB ‘reporting speech’ covers two main uses: FG< >?@AB ‘direct speech’ 
and HIJK >?@AB ‘indirect speech’. The reporter is assumed to be faithful to the original form and meaning when he 
adopts the former mode, while he is limited to the meaning when adopting the latter. As far as ‘indirect speech’ 
is concerned, Arab grammarians suggest some formal indicators of the occurrence of this mode, like pronouns 
and deictic expressions backshift, and the use of the ‘explanatory’  َّأن  ‘anna’ and other particles. However, 
misconception of the real nature of indirect reported speech by Arab scholars is apparent since most of them 
consider the absence of such indicators in a report as a sign of direct speech even when it reports speeches of 
plural subjects. In addition reportive verbs of indirect speech have not been studied thoroughly either. The 
present study hypothesises that there are some linguistic indicators which precisely reveal the indirect nature of a 
reported speech in Arabic, and that this reportive mode employs a number of ‘reportive verbs’ as well as 
‘reportive clausal constructions’ in the Qur’anic discourse.   
 
2. Stylistic Perspectives of Indirect Speech 
The term ا>;:ل >?@AB ‘reporting speech’ had been in Arabic scholarly usage until the 10th Century, when it was 
replaced by the term ‘روا?< ا>;:ل’ ‘narrating speech’ (ل@VWX:Vol. 1, 1983: 830). This reflects the extent of 
‘faithfulness’ to the original speech and the possible inclusion of indirect reported forms within the construction 
of ا>;:ل >?@AB ‘reporting speech’. YZB (1973: Vol.2: 53) states that in principle the reported sentence should be 
reported ‘verbatim’ as it was heard, without any change, as it was uttered by the original speaker. It is also 
possible to report a speech according to its meaning. As such, a wisdom by a wise man like ا^[\ق _K^ا, literary 
‘nations ethics’, could be narrated in Arabic in two main ways: (1) to quote the saying as it is without any change, 
preserving its grammatical structure, order, and case:  
(1)   :_`Aa<ل ا@b» ُا^[\ق _ُK^ا« ‘The wise man said, ‘Nations are ethics.’’ Or (2) to report it according to its meaning, 
preserving its meaning ‘faithfully’:  
 :b ‘The wise man said that nations are nothing but ethics.’  Or@ل ا>Aa`_: ا^i`j kZ`< _K@ً إf ا^[\قُ. (2)
(3)  @lb\]mV _K^ا :_`Aa<ل ا@b  ‘The wise man said that nations are measured according to their people’s ethics.’ 
Similarly, when somebody says رس@b دWp<ا, literary ‘the cold is severe/biting/cutting’.  
This sentence could be reported in several ways: 
(4) a. Verbatim:  :ن\r ل@b»رس@b دWp<ا « ,  ‘X said, ‘The cold is severe.’’  
b. In meaning:  .s?sj دWp<ن: ا\r ل@b , ‘X said that it is very cold.’ 
Clearly, the options of reporting speech represent what is called in English direct and indirect speech, 
respectively. The latter differs not only in the degree of faithfulness but also in some changes in the deictic 
expressions, as in the changes of pronouns. Thus,  YZB (ibid:53) adds that suppose that Fatima said “>pv@w @xأ”, ‘I 
am a writer’, and the reporter addressed Zeinab with “ةW|@j kxأ”, ‘You are a poetess’, these speeches can be 
reported as (a), or (b): 
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(5)  a.   >ط�@r k<@b»>pv@w @xأ« �I?�< k�bة«، وW|@j kxأ« ‘Fatima said, ‘I am a writer’, and I told Zeinab, ‘You are a 
poetess.’’ 
b.   >ط�@r k<@b»>pv@w �، أو أW|@j @lxة »ھ� W|@jة«، و�I?�< k�b »ھ ‘Fatima said she was a writer, and I told Zeinab she was 
a poetess, or (that) she was a poetess.’ 

Thus, the use of the distant forms of the ‘pronouns of the absent addressee’, called in Arabic ��@�<ا W`�� 
‘third person’ is evidence that the speech is reported according to its meaning (i.e. according to the present study, 
indirect speech). In this form, it is not required to preserve the original speech grammatical or lexical form, i.e., 
nominal, verbal, case ends, etc. It is sufficient that the narrated sentence is ‘identical in meaning to the original, 
and not including any pronouncing mistake’(ibid:Vol.2:54).   

Discussing the indirect type of  ا>;:ل >?@AB under the concept HIJ�<ا >?@AB, the speech can be paraphrased, as in 
paraphrasing a nominal sentence into a verbal form, or doing the reverse of this. Words can be replaced by some 
semantic equivalences, providing that the new paraphrased version preserves the original meaning. However, 
according to ��`pjfا d. 669 (1982:Vol.2:461), Arab scholars agree upon the possibility of reporting the well 
formed grammatical speeches in the form of  FG< >?@AB ‘direct speech’, or HIJK >?@AB, ‘indirect speech’. They, 
however, disagree upon the way of reporting the ungrammatical speeches. They prefer reporting such language 
forms indirectly. YZB (1973:Vol.2:54) states that to narrate a speech that includes a grammatical mistake, one has 
two options: to narrate such speech by its meaning in order to avoid such mistake, which is the preferable choice; 
or to intentionally narrate it as it is including those mistakes, when there is a reason to do so, as in the intention 
to highlight that mistake (see instances of the latter choice by FB@�<ا d. 255 A.H. (n.d.Vol.2:210-24)).  
 
3. Syntax of Indirect Speech  
This section involves two main points: the syntactic indicators of indirect reported speech, and its reportive verbs. 
 
3.1. Syntactic Indicators of Indirect Speech  
Scattered in different works of ancient and modern Arab scholars, grammarians, and linguists, the syntactic 
indicators of indirect speech can be reduced to seven main forms: (1) pronoun backshift, (2) the use of the 
particle ‘ َّ(3) ,’أن the use of the particle ‘ َْ(4) ,’أن reporting speech of plural subjects, (5) the use of the subordinator 
 inna, (6) using translated forms, and (7) demonstrative backshift. Some of these indicators are matters of إنَّ 
debate.   
(i) Pronoun Backshift  
Second person pronouns of direct speech are changed into third person pronouns in their indirect versions. 
These changes are called “��@�<ا W`�� H<ا>��@ط� ا W`�� YK ل@;�xfا”, ‘shift from addressee’s to absentee’s pronouns ( 
  :(Vol.9:344:1984:أj@| YV:ر
>ِ`Yِ"[ا^Gx@ل : 38](6) @ sَْb َ��ََ� وَإنِْ ?Jَُ:دُواْ I�ُ kْ�َKَ sَْ;َrَّ<ُ ا^وََّ َّK _ُlَ< WَْG�َ ُ?  ْا:ُlَ�Iَ? ِواْ إنWَُGwَ Yَ?�َِّ�ِ< �ُb"  
“Tell those who disbelieve that anything they have done in the past will be forgiven once they stop [doing so], 
while if they should ever do it over again, the precedent with the earliest men has already been set.” (Irving, 
2011:181).  
The verb in the form  ْا:ُlَ�Iَ? is HIJK >?@AB of the verbatim form ا:l�Iv (ibid).  
First person pronouns of direct speech, as well, are changed into third person pronouns in the indirect versions:  
lِV  َّYُIKِ�َُْ@" [ا^Jx@م : 109] (7)  "وَأZَbَُْ�:اْ sَlْ�َ ِ¡ّ@ِV أَْ?َ�@Yِiَ< _ْlِِx َ�@ءlvُْ_ْ  آ?َ<ٌ >َّ̀
“They swear by God with their stiffest oaths that if a sign were given them, they would believe in it” (Irving, 
2011:141).  
The direct speech forms of  ْ_ُlvْء@�َ, and  َّYُIKِ�ُْ َّ̀< are, @I��@� and  َّYIK�I<, respectively (� .d. 754 A.H., 1978:Vol ا>�xW@ط
4:201). Similarly, the following shift occurs from first person possessive pronoun to third person pronoun:  
  "?Kَ ¤ََx:ُ<َmZَْ@ذَا أlَ< َّ�Bُُِ_ْ " [ا>�@�sة : 4](8)
“They will ask you what has been made allowable for them.” (Irving, 2011:107).  
The form ‘_l<’ is used instead of ‘@I<’ because it is a case of ‘reporting meaning’ (يW¦�K�<ا d. 538 A.H., 1978: Vol. 
1:606).  
A rare form of shift is that from second person pronoun to the first:  
b @َÌَْْ:لُ رIِّVََ@ إxَِّ@ >ََ�ا�ِ;ُ:نَ" [ا>¨@r@ت : 31] (9) َ�|َ َّªaََr"  
“Our Lord’s sentence has been confirmed against us; we are indeed tasting it!” (Irving, 2011:447).  
The direct form of the above pronoun ‘@xإ’ ‘we’ is ‘_Axإ’ ‘you’ (ھ¦@م YVا d. 761 A.H., 2005:Vol.2:413). This 
instance is considered by the present study as a direct speech which embodies indirect one; the whole text is 
direct speech of speakers reported by Almighty Allah. The form إxَِّ@ >ََ�ا�ِ;ُ:نَ    ‘we are indeed tasting it’ is indirect 
speech of Almighty Allah by those people.  
(ii) The Use of the Particle  َّأَن 
This particle initiates the reported clause and indicates that the reported speech is narrated according to its 
meaning (indirect speech). It is often used with verbs of speaking which give the meaning of saying like Hأو 
‘recommended’, mpxأ ‘predicated’, دى@x ‘called’, etc. (1988:114 ,|`@د):  
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(10)  
 "ً@J`�ِ�َ َس@َّI<ا @َ`Bَْأ @ َ�َّxَmAََr @َھ@َ`Bَْأ YْKََو ً@J`�ِ�َ َس@َّI<ا �َ�ََb @�ََّxَmAََr ِا^رَْض �ِr ٍد@Zََr َْأو ±ٍGَْx Ẁِْ �َِV ً@ZGَْx �ََ� َb YKَ  ُ²َّxَا�ِ`َ� أWَ�ِْإ �IَِV Hَ�|َ @َIpَْ�wَ ¤َِ<َأَْ�ِ� ذ YْKِ"

]32[ا>�@�sة :   
“On account of that, We prescribed with the Children of Israel that anyone who kills any person without another 
soul being involved or for causing mischief in the land, acts as if he had killed all mankind. Anyone who spares 
life acts as if he had granted life to all mankind” (Irving, 2011:113).    
The reported speech in this text is by its meaning ‘indirect speech’ because it is initiated by the particle  َّس) أن@aI<ا 
d. 338 A.H., 1977: Vol. 1:494).  
(iii) The Use of the Particle ‘ َْأن’ 
According to ھ¦@م YVا d. 761 A.H. (2005:Vol.1:74), this particle is called ةWZG�<أنَْ ا, or  >?W`ZG�<ا  explanatory‘ ’أنَْ ‘
an’ , and is often used in the sense of أي ‘that is’.  
Most Arab scholars agree on the conditions according to which this particle initiates indirect speech (see, for 
instance (²?:p`� d. 180 A.H., 2015: Vol.1:479-82); (س@aI<ا d. 338 A.H., 1977:Vol.3: 795-7)). The conditions can 
be put in modern linguistic terms, as in the following: (1) The reporting clause should include any verb of 
speaking except the verb ‘ل@b’ ‘say’. (2) The reporting clause should be an independent sentence of a complete 
meaning. (3) The reporting clause should precede a syntactically independent reported sentence that reflects or 
includes the meaning of the reporting one. (4) The reporting clause should not be prefixed by an explicit or 
implicit preposition.  
²?:p`� d.180 A.H. (2015:Vol. 1: 480) mentions some examples of such use of the particle ‘ َْأن’:  
(11) a. [104 : ت@r@¨<ا] " ُ_`ِاھWَVِْهُ أنَْ ?َ@ إ@َI?َْد@َxَو"   
“We called out to him: ‘Abraham,” (Irving, 2011:450).  
b.  ) HBَ:ُ? @Kَ ¤َ ِّKُأ Hَ<ِإ @َÌْ Bََْتِ .." [ط² :38"إذِْ أو:ُV@َّ�<ا �ِr ²ِ`ِr�ِbْ39 - 38) أنَِ ا[  
“when We revealed whatever was revealed to your mother. ‘Cast him into the chest, [..]” (Irving, 2011:314).  
In this respect � .��K ‘content’ of the narrated speech:ن initiates the’أنَْ ‘ states that the particle (1998:244) ا>WK@Zا�
It does not precede a verbatim reported speech, hence a sentence like  �ْ²َُ أنَْ اذْھvWKأ ‘I ordered him to go’ does not 
include a report of the exact words of the original order. Instead of the verb  ْ�َأذْھ , the original speech could be 
Wِفْ  َ̈ xأ ‘Get out’, @Iھ ªَpv f ‘Don’t stay here’,  µِKأ@Iھ YK  ‘Leave form here’, Wr@� ‘Travel’, etc. Reported clauses of 
this type (explanatory), whether verbal or nominal, are among those called in grammar of Arabic  @l< ±`< �ا>��� ا>�
) YK �aK, i.e., sentences which have no parsing status (function) اW|fاب ;V�|@ , 2003 (b): 172). (see also � ا>·:?�
(2007:143-58)). 
(iv) Reporting Speech of Plural Subjects  
Some Arab scholars think that the use of plural subject in the reporting clause indicates that the reported speech 
is by its meaning. In such case, the form of the reporting clause used is ‘ا:<@b’‘they said’. This construction often 
reflects the indirect nature of the reported speech (� , أj@| YV:ر) d. 1137 A.H., 1989:Vol.1:213), and ا>Wpو�
1984:Vol. 5:87):  
  "وbََ@>ُ:اْ  اvََّ�َ� اللهُّ وَ>sَاً .." [ا>W;pة : 116] (12)
“They say: ‘God has adopted a son!’ [..]” (Irving, 2011:18).  
Tannen (1989:113, 118), in Metzger and Bahan  (2004:133), for instance, maintains that reports of plural 
speakers (as well as non-human speakers) are indirect forms of reported speech. This is because it is difficult to 
find “choral dialogue”, that is “a group of people uttering an identical sentence simultaneously”.    
(v) The Use of the Subordinator  َّإن inna 
Ryding (2005:425) argues that the “subordinating ‘inna ‘that’” is one of the indicators of indirect speech in 
Arabic; “as a subordinating conjunction, it is used exclusively after the verb qaal-a ‘to say’”: 
(13)   a. "وb@ل اºb@x ²x ھ�ا ا>�:�:ع"  , ‘He said that he had discussed this topic.’ 
b. "² راضxرب اs�<ل ا@b" , ‘The coach said that he was satisfied.’ 
c.   ">`I?ت د@a�·¨K ن:Ks��Z? Y``�@`Z<ل إنَّ ا@b" , ‘He said that the politicians use religious  terminology.’ 
However, Ryding’s (ibid) opinion is rejected when considering argument of ²?:p`� d.180 A.H. (2015:Vol.1:62) 
that when the reporting verb ل@b ‘said’ is used, the reported sentence (clause) in this form of ا>;:ل ‘the 
construction of saying’(direct speech) must be independent; expressing complete sense. It could be removed 
from the whole structure of saying and yet preserving its grammatical and semantic acceptability. As such, he 
(ibid) limits the reported speech in Arabic to what is contemporarily called direct speech. He (ibid) appeals to the 
following Quranic text in which the reported clause is initiated by  َِّإن, not  ََّأن: 
(14)  
Yَ`ِV" [آل |�Wان : 45] َّWَ;�ُ<ْا YَKَِةِ وWَ]ِ»وَا @َ`xْ ُّs<ا �ِr ً@l`�َِو  َ_َ?WْKَ YُVْا HZَ`|ِ ½ُ`Zِ�َ<ْ²ُ ا²�ُ�ُْ اIْ ِّK >ٍ�َِ�AَِV ِكWُ ِّ¦َpُ? َّإنَِّ الله _َُ?WْKَ @َ?  ُ>Aَِ�¿�َ<ْا kَِ<@َb ِْإذ" 
“Thus the angels said ‘Mary, God announces word to you about someone whose name will be Christ Jesus, the 
son of Mary, [who is] well regarded in this world and the Hereafter, and one of those drawn near [to God]” 
(Irving, 2011:55).  
Therefore, initiating the reported clause with the particle  َِّإن is an indicator of the presence of originally 
emphasized direct speech rather than indirect one.  
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(vi)  Translated Reported Speeches  
Dickins et al.(2002:9) refer to what they believe to be a universal language phenomenon in respect to indirect 
reported speech, which is that all translated forms are indirect forms of reported speech. They (ibid) put it in the 
following way: 

All translation might be regarded as a form of indirect speech, inasmuch as it does not repeat the 
ST, but reformulates it. [.. Most translations ] mask the fact that they are indirect speech by 
omitting such markers as 'The author says that .. .' or modulation of point of view (as in 
substituting 'we' for 'you', or 'he' for '!').   

(vii) Demonstrative Backshift  
Khalil (1999:283-4) states that in indirect speech, “the demonstrative pronouns change from near forms to the 
distant ones”, e.g., ھ�ا ‘this’ changes into ¤<ذ ‘that’, and ءfھ� ‘these’ into  َ¤ِiَأوُْ>ـ ‘those’.  
(viii) Tense Backshift  
Khalil (ibid:282-3) remarks that Arabic does not require a tense backshift in reporting speech, thus a direct 
speech   like  ًاsX Wُr@�m� [sُ<:<لَ ا@b] ‘I will travel tomorrow’ may be reported as  ًاsX Wُr@Z? َ²َّ �:فxأ sُ<:<لَ ا@b ‘The boy said 
that he would travel the following day’.  
 
3.2. Reportive Verbs   
According to YZB (1973:Vol.2:54), the grammatical and semantic account of the verb ‘ل@b’ ‘say’ in the 
construction of  ا>;:ل >?@AB ‘reporting speech’ can be generated to other verbs which include the meaning of 
uttering speech, like ‘دى@x’ called; ‘HBأو’ inspired/revealed; ‘أWb’ read; ‘Hأو’ recommended; ‘½¨x’ advised, etc. 
These verbs are similar to the verb ‘ل@b’ ‘say’ in the sense that they occur in the reporting part of the   ا>;:ل >?@AB
construction, and also require one or two objects in terms of transitivity, as in the following three texts: 
(15)   a. [77 : فW]�<نَ" [ا:ُÂwِ@ َّK _Aَُّxِلَ إ@َb ¤َُّV َر @َÌْ َ�|َ µِ;َْ`ِ< ¤ُِ<@Kَ @َ? دَوْا@َxَو" 
“They will cry out: “Master, have your Lord put an end to us!” He will say: “You must stay on here!” (Irving, 
2011:495). 
b. [10 : W�;<ا] "Wْ ِ̈ َ�x@َr ٌب:ُ��ْKَ �ِّxَ²َُّ أVَر @|َsََr" 
“He appealed to his Lord: ‘I have been overpowered, so support [me].” (Irving, 2011:529).   
c. [13 : _`اھWVإ] "Yَ`�ِِ<@َّÃ<ا َّYAَِ�lُْIَ< _ُْlُّVَر _ْlِْ̀  "mَrوHBََْ إِ>َ
“Their Lord [however] inspired them [as follows]: ‘We shall wipe out wrongdoers’” (Irving, 2011:257).  
In such cases, there is no need to suppose that there is a use of the verb ‘ل@b’ ‘say’, since the meaning of speech is 
evident and the structural acceptability is preserved (ibid).   
Speakers employ verbs like ‘Hدى‘ ,’أو@x’, ‘خW’, etc., which convey the meaning of speaking. They do so to 
add some semantic and rhetorical meanings to the construction of ا>;:ل >?@AB (see يs`اھWG<ا d. 175 A.H. (1987:150)). 
The verb _|ز za’ama, for instance has several meanings;  among which, the following two meanings are often 
used (YZB, 1973:Vol.2:7): (i) Y`;`<ا ‘certainty’, as in the following verse which is delivered by Abu-Talib, 
addressing the Prophet (PBUHP): 
(16)  @I`Kأ َّ_Æ kَIwو , kَbsَ s;<و / ½ٌ@x ¤xا  َk�|وز �Iv:|د 

This line may be put as ‘Invited me, and assured [literary ‘claimed’] that you were advising, and you have been 
honest, and been loyal’.   
(ii) �`<د W`X YK د@;�|fا, having an opinion without evidence: 
(17) [7 : YV@��<ا] "ا:ُÂJَpُْ? Yَّ< َوا أنWَُGwَ Yَ?�َِّ<زََ|_َ  ا"    
“The ones who disbelieve claim they will never be raised up again.” (Irving, 2011:556).  
In the above example, the verb _|ز is used in the sense of ‘lie’ (ibid).  According to ھ¦@م YVا d. 761 A.H. 
(2005:Vol.2:65-6), it is possible to report by the verb ل@b or one of its synonyms, like Hو ‘recommended’, دى@x 
‘called’, and @|د ‘supplicated’.  
 
4. Data Analysis 
Two types of analysis are adopted: stylistic and statistical. The former concentrates on some representative 
extracts from the narrative Qur’anic discourse. It is intended to highlight uses of the indirect reported speeches in 
their real contexts. The latter covers the whole uses of this mode in the Qur’anic discourse.  
 
4.1. Stylistic Analysis 
Extract (1): 

   َY`Jِwِا َّW<ا ÇَKَ �Jِwَْي وَارsِ�ُ�ْوَا ¤ِِّVWَِ< �ِ�ُIbْا _َُ?WْKَ @َ? (42) Yَ`�َِ<@Jَ<ْء ا@Zَِx Hَ�|َ ِك@َG·َ ْكِ وَاWََّlَكِ وَط@َG·َْإنَِّ اللهَّ ا _َُ?WْKَ @َ? ُ>Aَِ�َ\�َ<ْا kَِ<@َb ِْوَإذ" 
)43 َ?WْKَ �ُُGAَْ? _ُْlُّ?َأ _ُْlKََ\bَْإذِْ ?ُْ�;ُ:ن أ _ْlِ?ْsََ< kَIwُ @Kََ²ِ إِ>َ`َ¤ و`Bِ:ُx �ِْ̀ ُ�:نَ ( َ_ وkIwُ @Kَََ ) ذَ>َِ¤ YْKِ أpxََ@ء اْ>َ� ِ̈ ). 44- 42)" (آل |�Wان: lِ?ْsََ<44ْ_ إذِْ ?َْ��َ  

“[42](V) so the angels said: “Mary, God has selected you and purified you. He has selected you over [all] the 
women in the Universe. [43] Mary devote yourself to your Lord; fall down on your knees and bow alongside 
those who so bow down.” [44] Such is some information about Unseen We have revealed to you. You were not 
in their presence as they cast [lots with] their pens [to see] which of them would be entrusted with Mary. You 
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were not in their presence while they were so disputed”(Irving, 2011:55-6).    
The underlined form of Extract (1) is an indirect reported speech. The reporting clause of this mode is “  k<@b

>A�\�<ا” ‘the angels said’. It includes the reportive verb ‘ل@b’ ‘said’, and the subject ‘>A�\�<ا’, ‘the angels’. As such, 
the mode is indirect in spite of its apparently direct indicators of the reported clause, like the use of the vocative, 
direct imperatives, and the particle  َّإِن. The criterion adopted in this study is that when the speakers are more than 
one, a mode is indirect unless it is proved to be chorally or simultaneously uttered by the speakers in the same 
form.  
Extract (2): 

 َّfَأ @َlِ�aَْv YKِ @َدَاھ@َIَr (23) ً@ّ`ZِI َّK ً@`Zَْx kُIwَُھََ�ا و �َpَْb ُّkKِ �ِIَ�ْ̀ َ< @َ? kَْ<@َb >َِ��َّْI<ِ�ْ�عِ ا Hَ<ِءھَ@ اْ>َ�َ�@ضُ إ@�ََmَr (22) ً@ّ` ِ̈ َb ً@x@AَKَ ²ِِV ََْ�تpَ�x@َr ُ²�ْ َ��َaََr"
@ YَKِ َّYِ?Wََv اْ>Wِ¦ََp أsBََاً  َّKِÈَr ً@Ìْ ي َ| ِّWَbَو �ِVWَjْوَا �ِ�Aَُr (25) ً@ّ`ِI�َ ً@pَرُط ¤ِْ̀ َ�|َ Éِْb@Zَُv >َِ��َّْI<ِِ�ْ�عِ اV ¤ِْ̀ ي إِ>َ � Jَ�َ sَْbَ� رWِ�َ ¤َِ�aَْv ¤ُِّVَ?ّ@ً (24) وَھُ �ِِّx�َaَْv
Wَِr ً@ìْ?ّ@ً (27) ?َ@ أُْ[kَ ھَ@رُونَ wَ @Kَ@نَ أVَُ:كِ  jَ kِiْ�ِ sَْ;َ< _َُ?WْKَ @?َ ا:ُ<@َb ُ²ُ��ِaَْv @َlKَ:َْb  ِ²ِV kَْvَmَr (26)  ً@ّ`Zِxِاْ>`َْ:مَ إ _َِّ�wَُأ Yَْ�َr ً@K:َْ Yِ�َBْ َّW�ِ< ََُ�رْتx �ِّxِإ �ِ<:ُ;َr
 "(30) ً@ّ`ِpَx �ِIَ�Jَ�ََبَ و@َ�Aِ<ْا �َِx@َvآ ِ � َ|sُpْ اللهَِّّxِلَ  إ@َb (29)  ً@ّ`ِpَ sِlْ�َ<ْا �ِr َن@wَ YKَ _ُِّ�Aَُx �َْ̀ wَ ا:ُ<@َb ²ِْ̀ ِ¤ jََmَr (28)  ً@ّ`�َِV@رَتْ إِ>َ ُّKُأ kَْx@wَ @Kََأَ َ�ْ:ءٍ وWَKْا

:_?WK)22 -30  .(  
“[22] So she conceived him, and withdrew to a remote place to have him. [23] Labor pains came over her by the 
trunk of a datepalm. She said: “If only I had died before this, and been forgotten, overlooked!” [24] Someone 
called out to her from below where she was: “Don’t feel so sad! Your Lord has placed a brook at your feet. [25] 
Shake the trunk of the datepalm towards you so it will drop some fresh dates on you. [26] Eat and drink, and 
refresh yourself. Should you see even a single human being, then say: ‘I have vowed to keep a fast to the Mercy-
giving whereby I’ll never speak to any person today!” [27] She carried him back to her family. They said: “Mary, 
you have brought something hard to believe! [28] Kinswoman of Aaron, your father was no evil man, nor was 
your mother a loose woman.” [29] She pointed to him. They said: “How shall we talk to someone who is a child 
in the cradle?” [30] He said: “I am God’s servant. He has given me the Book and Made me a prophet” (Irving, 
2011: 206-7).      
Extract (2) includes three indirect speeches: 
IS (1): 
It is represented by: 

 @ َّKِÈَr ً@Ìْ ي َ| ِّWَbَو �ِVWَjْوَا ��ِAَُr (25) ً@ّ`ِI�َ ً@pَرُط ¤ِْ̀ َ�|َ Éِْb@Zَُv >َِ��َّْI<ِ�ْ�عِ اVِ ¤ِْ̀ ي إَِ> � Jَ�َ sَْbَ� رWِ�َ ¤َِ�aَْv ¤ُِّVَ?ّ@ً (24) وَھُ�ِِّx�َaَْv َّfَأ @َlِ�aَْv YKِ @َدَاھ@َIَr
 .(26 -24:_?WK) (26)  ً@ّ`Zِxِاْ>`َْ:مَ إ _َِّ�wَُأ Yَْ�َr ً@K:َْ Yِ�َBْ َّW�<ِ ََُ�رْتx � ِّxِإ �ِ<:ُ;َr ًاsBََأ Wِ¦ََp<ْا YَKِ َّYِ?Wََv 
The reporting clause of this indirect speech is ‘@l�av YK @داھ@Ir’ “Someone called out to her from below where she 
was”.  The reportive verb used in the reporting clause is ‘دى@x’ ‘called’, which is usually employed in indirect 
constructions. The subject is the subjective ‘dummy’ pronoun ‘he’, which refers to that newly born infant, Jesus. 
The optional addressee of the speech is also mentioned, which is the suffixed pronoun in the objective case, ‘her’, 
which refers to Mary. The mode includes several connected reported clauses. The form ‘ َّfَأ’ is one of the 
syntactic indicators of the indirect nature of the report. It is formed by the incorporation of the explanatory   َْأن 
with the negator f. The reported clauses are mainly coordinated by the coordinators ‘و’, and ‘ف’. The 
explanatory  َْأن is also used in the form @ َّKِÈَr, which is a matter of incorporation of the coordinator ‘ف’, the 
explanatory  َْأن, and the dummy ‘@K’ (see (��Wp·<ا d. 548, 2005:vol.6:412-13); and (�<sا^ھ d.1390 A.H. 
(2009:vol.5:10-11)).   
IS (2):  
This mode is represented by Mary’s own folk’ speech:  
 .(28 -27:_?WK) "(28)  ً@ّ`�َِV ¤ِ ُّKُأ kَْx@wَ @Kََأَ َ�ْ:ءٍ وWَKْكِ ا:ُVَنَ أ@wَ @Kَ َھَ@رُون kَ]ُْ(27) ?َ@ أ ً@ّ?Wَِr ً@ìْ jَ kِiْ�ِ sَْ;َ< _َُ?WْKَ @َ? ا:ُ<@bَ ُ²ُ��ِaَْv @َlKَ:َْb ²ِِV kَْvَmَr" 
The speech is apparently reported in a direct form: there is no backshift of tense and pronouns, in the forms  ِkiْ�ِ, 
¤ِ  and ,أVَُ:كِ  ُّKُأ . They are syntactically indicators of direct speeches. However, the speech is semantically reported 
indirectly, because it is impossible that Mary’s folk uttered the same form simultaneously. It is one of the 
characteristics of most indirect speeches of the Quran to be in this form. This phenomenon reflects, according to 
the present study, the utmost faithful indirect representation of the content of a reported speech. 
IS (3):  
Indirect speech (3) of Extract (2) represents Mary’s folk’s speech: 
 .(29:_?WK) "(29)  ً@ّ`ِpَ sِlْ�َ<ْا �ِr َن@wَ YKَ _ُِّ�Aَُx �َْ̀ wَ ا:ُ<@َb ²ِْ̀  "jََmَr@رَتْ إِ>َ
The reported clause is in the form of direct question; yet it is semantically indirect because the subject is plural, 
and because the speech is not contextually understood to be chorally uttered.   
Extract (3):  

َْ̀¤ وََ|�Hَ وَا>vsََِِ¤ إذِْ أَ?WُِV ¤َُّvsَّوحِ اْ>;sُُسِ  َ�|َ �ِ��َJْxِ Wْwُْاذ _ََ?WْKَ YَVْا HZ`|ِ @َ? ُّلَ الله@َb ِْإذ"  َ�Aِ<ْوَإذِْ َ|�َّْ��َُ¤ ا ً\lْwََو sِlْ�َ<ْا �ِr َس@َّI<ا _ُِّ�Aَُvبَ وَا@ >َ�َAْaِ<ْ
 ِV ًاẀْ � Aَُ�َr @َl`ِr ÌُُGIَ�َr:نُ طَxِِْذÈِV Ẁِْ ìَِْ< ا>·َّ َlwَ Yِ � وَإذِْ vُ وَا>�َّْ:رَاةَ وَاxÍِِ�`َ� وَإذِْ YَKِ ªُُ��َْv ا>·ِِّ̀xِْذÈِV َصWَVَْ^²�ََ وَاwَْ^ئُ اWِpُْvَو �ِxِْذÈ ِْوَإذ �ِxِْذÈِV Hَv:�َ<ْجُ اWِ�ْ

 �<ِ:�ُWَِVَو �ِV ْا:ُIKِأنَْ آ Yَ kُْ̀ إِ>Hَ اْ>aََ:ارِ?ِّ̀ Bََْ(110) وَإذِْ أو  ٌY`ِp ُّK Wٌaْ�ِ َّfِإنِْ ھـََ�ا إ _ُْlIْKِ ْواWَُGwَ Yَ?�َِّ<لَ ا@َ;َr  ِت@َIِّ`َp<ْ@ِV _ُْlَ�iْ�ِ ِْإذ ¤َI|َ �َ` �ِاWَ�ِْإ �ِIَV kُGَْGwَ
 _ُ�Iwُ اْ اللهَّ إِ ن:ُ;َّvلَ ا@َb  ِء@�َ َّZ<ا Yَ ِّK ًةsَِ�ÑKَ @َÌْ لَ َ|�َ ِّ�َIُ? َأن ¤َُّVَر Çُ`·َِ�Zَْ? �َْھ _ََ?WْKَ YَVْا HZَ`|ِ @َ? َارِ?ُّ:ن:َaَ<ْلَ ا@ َb ِْنَ  (111) إذ:�ُِ�ZْKُ @َIَّxَmِV sَْljْوَا @َّIKَاْ آ:َُ<@َb
@ھYَ?sِِ (113)" (ا>�@�sة:110- 113).  YَKِ @َlْ̀ ا>¦َّ b (112) Yَ`ِIKِ�َْ@>ُ:اْ sُ?Wُِx أنَ lIْKِ �َwُْmَّxَ@ وIُV:ُ�ُb َّYِi�َ·َْvََ@ و�Jَْxَََ_ أنَ Iَ�bْsََ sَْbَ@ وAَُxَ:نَ َ|�َ ُّK 
“[110] So God will say: “Jesus, son of Mary, remember My favour towards you and towards your mother when i 
assisted you with the Holy Spirit. You spoke to people from the cradle and as an adult when I taught you the 
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Book and wisdom, the Torah and the Gospel. So you created something out of clay looking like a bird with My 
permission; you breathed into it, and by My permission it became a bird! You cured anyone born blind, and the 
leper with my permission. So you brought forth the dead by My permission, and I fended off the Children of 
Israel from you, when you brought them explanations, so those among who disbelieved said: ‘This is sheer 
magic’! [111] When I inspired the disciples to believe in Me and in My messenger, they said: “We believe, so 
take witness that we are Muslims.” [112] When the disciples said: ‘Jesus, son of Mary, can your Lord send a 
Table down from Heaven for us?’, he said: ‘Heed God if you are believers!’ [113] They said: ‘We want to eat 
from it, and for our hearts to feel at rest, and so we know that you have told us the Truth, and that we should be 
witnesses for it.’’ (Irving, 2011:126-7).     
Extract (3) includes four indirect speeches:  
IS (1): 
The first indirect speech of Extract (3) is embedded within a direct speech of Almighty Allah of Text 110. The 
indirect speech is represented by “ ٌY`ِp ُّK Wٌaْ�ِ َّfِإنِْ ھـََ�ا إ _ُْlIْKِ ْواWَُGwَ Yَ?�َِّ<لَ ا@َ;َr”, ‘so those among who disbelieved said: 
‘This is sheer magic’’.  The reportive verb is ‘ل@b’ ‘said’. The mode is indirect in spite of the use of the deictic ھـََ�ا 
of a near reference, because it is a speech of plural subjects. This is the faithful presentation of the content of 
those people’s speech.  
IS (2):  
The second indirect speech of Extract (3) is represented by the form “ �ِ<:�ُWَِVَو �ِV ْا:ُIKِأنَْ آ Yَ kُْ̀ إِ>Hَ اْ>aََ:ارِ?ِّ̀ Bََْأو”, 
‘When I inspired the disciples to believe in Me and in My messenger’. The reportive verb is ‘HBَأو’ ‘inspired’, 
and the suffixed pronoun ‘ت’ refers to the subject, Who is Almighty Allah. In addition to these obligatory 
elements, this indirect speech mentions the addressees of the speech. It is put in the form of the preposition ‘H<ا’ 
‘to’, and the noun it governs, ‘Y`?ار:a<ا’ ‘the disciples’. Although the subject of the mode is singular; the mode is 
indirect because the reported clause is initiated by the explanatory ‘ َْأن’. The use of this particle is an indicator of 
the indirect nature of the mode, hence the speech is narrated by its meaning, not by its form.  
IS (3):  
The form “ َن:�ُِ�ZْKُ @َIَّxَmِV sَْljْوَا @َّIKَاْ آ:َُ<@َb”, ‘they said: “We believe, so take witness that we are Muslims’ is the third 
indirect speech of the extravct. The plural subject of the reporting clause indicates the indirect nature of the 
report, which includes two coordinated reported clauses. 
IS (4): 
This indirect speech is represented by “  @َÌْ لَ َ|�َ ِّ�َIُ? َأن ¤َُّVَر Çُ`·َِ�Zَْ? �َْھ _ََ?WْKَ YَVْا HZَ`|ِ @َ? َارِ?ُّ:ن:َaَ<ْلَ ا@َb ِء@�َ َّZ<ا Yَ ِّK ًةsَِ�ÑKَ ”, ‘when 
the disciples said: ‘Jesus, son of Mary, can your Lord send a Table down from Heaven for us?’’. It is an indirect 
speech of the disciples asking Jesus about Allah’s ability to send them a Table from Heaven. The speech could 
be asked by different disciples since they are twelve, and probably formed in different forms. However, this is 
the faithful representation of the content of this request. As such, the direct form of the question does not affect 
its characterization as indirect speech. 
 
4.2. Statistical Analysis  
The statistical analysis is limited to speakers of indirect reported speeches of the Glorious Qur’an, and the 
reportive verbs employed in such a reportive mode of speech presentation. 
(i) Speakers of Indirect speech   
Indirect speech has been used for 697 times in the Glorious Qur’an, 9.03% of the Qur’anic indirect speeches are 
of Almighty Allah. 5.16% of the indirect speeches are of Prophets (PBUT): Muhammad, unspecified prophets, 
Adam, Moses and Aaron, Moses, Abraham, Jesus, Noah, Hud, Job, David and Solomon, Jonah, and  Zachariah. 
Indirect speeches of believers (common, not prophets) form 19.94%. Those by unbelievers are 64.99%. Some of 
the indirect speeches are of people who are groups of believers and unbelievers, e.g., ±xÍوا Y�<ا W¦JK ‘company 
of sprites and humankind’, and form 0.86% . Table (1) shows speakers of the indirect reported speech in the 
Qur’an, and Table (2) shows the prophets’(PBUT) uses of this reportive mode in the Qur’an. 

Table 1. Speakers of Indirect Reported Speech in the Qur’an 
Speakers of Indirect Speech Uses Frequency 

Almighty Allah 63 9.03% 
Prophets  36 5.16% 
Believers 139 19.94% 
Disbelievers 453 64.99% 
Unspecified (believes and disbelievers) 6 0.86% 
Total 697 99.98% 
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Table 2. Indirect Speeches of the Prophets (PBUT) in the Qur’an 
No. Prophet Times of ISs Frequency 
1.  Muhammad  s�aK 13 36.11% 
2.  unspecified prophets Y?دsaK W`X 19.44 7 ر��% 
3.  Adam (+ Eve)  (اء:B +) 5.55 2 ادم% 
4.  Moses + Aaron  وھ@رون H�:K 2 5.55% 
5.  Moses  H�:K 2 5.55% 
6.  Abraham  _`اھWV5.55 2 إ% 
7.  Jesus  HZ`| 2 5.55% 
8.  Noah  ح:x 1 2.77% 
9.  Hud 2.77 1 ھ:د% 
10.  Job 2.77 1 أ?:ب% 
11.  David and Solomon  2.77 1 داود و��`�@ن% 
12.  Jonah   ن:I<2.77 1 ذا ا% 
13.  Zachariah @?Ww2.77 1 ز% 

Total  13 36 100% 
 (ii) Reportive Verbs and Other Reportive Constructions  
There are forty-five reportive verbs and reprtive clauses employed in the Qur’an to form indirect speeches, as in 
the following list where the verbs are put in the past forms and  arranged according to their frequency of use 
(The list is read from the right to the left):  
(a) reportive verbs: 

نَ , ا���@ب , sَlِjَ , أxَ�رَ ,  , ��B , د|@ , وَ|��w , H sَ , أHlx ,_َZَbَ , زَِ|َ_ , و�mل b@ل ,  أWَKََ , أوx , HB@دى ,  |mv  , , slذن,  H�b , , أذََّ
.  YKََّ , أ���@ث , أ���WG, اª�·x ,  أ·Wخ, |mَّpx  , َW¦ََV , kr@�v  , َ_َ�Aََv  , slَ ,   أ��Ç, أ��mذن   

(b) other reportive forms: 
Ìَْ@... ا>��w k;B  ,>�Aa< رV¤ أَ[َ� Â`K@ق , َvب ,  آ@�A<ا �r _A`�| َل َّ�x ,الله YK د|:اھ_,  أذّان W]نْ  , آsَُّ< YKِ kَْ� ِّ̈ ُr َّ_ُÆ ُ²ُv@َ?آ kْ�َAِBُْبٌ أ@َ�wِ _ٍ`AِBَ 

 ٍW`ِp]َ   ,_l< اsV   , >A�\�<ا _l`�| ل�I�v , ب�A<ا _l�IZ<ا �¨v , ى , ا>;:ا ا>;:ل:�I<وا اWأ�  
These verbs and phrases are used in different inflected forms, as in Table (3).  

Table 3. The Reportive Verbs and Phrases of Indirect Speech in the Qur’an 
No. Reportive V. /Phrase Uses Frequency 
1 f ,f:;v f ,f:;? ,_��b ،ا, ?;:>:ن:<@b ,�`b ,Ç�� �|@r + ل (?;:ل@bb ,ا:<:;v  ,د:l`<ا) k<@

:ن, ا>I¨@رى, ا>I@س, Zx:ة, ط@�G<, ر��l_, ا^|Wاب, أ[Wاھ_) , b@ل + Ç��/HIÂK, أم ?;:>
v أو ,f:;v َْا, ?;:ل, أن:<:;v َْأن ,_��b ,(_ا�) _l<:b ,Y�;`< ,ا:<:;v f ,ن:<:;`� Yi< , َّY�;< ,f:;

..f:< ,ل (ا�_), ا>;@��:ن:b ,ل@;? ,f@b ,Yَ�ُb ,k�b(²�`b ,ا:<@;< .  

527 75.60% 

 %2.86 20 أWَKََ (?wWKm_, أWْKُِتُ, K , _wWKm? f@ أWKُِوا) 2
3  (HB:ُ? ,�B:x ,�َBُأو ,�B:? ,@I`Bأو ,k`Bأو) HB2.29 16 أو% 
 x 16 2.29%@دى (xُ:دوا, x@دى, x@داھ@, xُ:دي, x@د?I@ه, ?I@دون, x@دوا, ?I@دوI? ,_lx@دوا)  4
5  ُ<َmZَْ?) لm�(Y<mZ�< ,ء>:ن@Z�? ,_l<m� ,_l�<m� ا, ^ن:<m� ,¤<mZ? ,¤َxَ:  14 2.00% 
6 (_w@و ,@I`و) H1.72 12 و% 
7 (@Ip�w :< ,��w ,@Ip�w) ��w 11 1.57% 
8 (_Z;? ,_Zbا, أ:�Zbأ) _َZَbَ1.14 8 أ% 
9  (Ç�� ²V ل:J�r + ق@Â`K �َ]َّأ) ق@Â`K �َ]َ0.86 6 أ% 

10 w@lI? f ,kُ`lُx) Hlx(Y| _  6 0.86% 
 %0.71 5 زَِ|َ_ (?�|�:ن, ز|��_, ز|_)  11
12  (�xاsJvأ ,sَ|ََو ,_wsJ?) sَ|َ0.71 5 و% 
 ��B 4 0.57% (?G�a:ن, �`G�a:ن)  13
 %0.57 4 د|@ (د|:ا, د|@ ) 14
 %0.57 4 أxَ�رَ (أxَِْ�رْ)  15
 sَlِjَ 3 0.43% (slj ,Ç�� �|@r + sَlِjَوا, ?¦slون)  16
نَ (أذُِنَ, أذَِنَ, أذََّنَ �Kذن) أذََّ  17  3 0.43% 
 %10.32 2 ا���@ب 18
19  ¤Vر >��w k;B 2 10.32% 
20 (@I`�b ,WK^ا @I`�b) H�b 2 10.32% 
21  >�Aa<ا ...@َÌْ َv10.32 2 آ% 
 mv 2 10.32%ذن  22
23 (@xsl|) sl| 1 0.14% 
� ا>�A@ب 24r _A`�| َل َّ�x 1 0.14% 
 %0.14 1  أذّان YK الله 25
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No. Reportive V. /Phrase Uses Frequency 
26  (¤xذm�Z? f) ذنm0.14 1 أ��% 
 %0.14 1 آ[W د|:اھ_  27
28  ٍW`ِp]َ _ٍ`AِBَ ْنsَُّ< YKِ kَْ� ِّ̈ ُr َّ_ُÆ ُ²ُv@َ?آ kْ�َAِBُْبٌ أ@َ�wِ Wَ<0.14 1 ا% 
 %0.14 1 أ��Ç (أ��J:ا) 29
30  _l< اsV 1 0.14% 
31  (Õِّْpَx) َmَّpx 1 0.14% 
��I�v >Aل |�`l_ ا>�\ 32  1 0.14% 
 v 1 0.14%¨� ا>l�IZ_ ا>�Aب 33
 %0.14 1 ا>;:ا ا>;:ل 34
35 (W¦ِp?) Wَ¦ََV 1 0.14% 
 kr@�v 1 0.14% (?��@�r:ن) 36
 %0.14 1 أ�Wوا ا>�I:ى 37
38 (_l�ِ�Aَُv) _ََ�Aََv 1 0.14% 
39  (sl|أ ,@xsھ@|) sl| 1 0.14% 
 %0.14 1 أ·Wخ (?¨·W[:ن)  40
41 sl|0.14 1 أ% 
42  ª�·x0.14 1 ا% 
 %0.14 1 أ���WG (?WG��Zون) 43
 %0.14 1 أ���@ث (?Â`��Z@ن) 44
 YKَ 1 0.14%َّ (?�I:ن) 45

Tota
l 

45 697 99.99% 

 
5. Conclusion 
To report speech indirectly in Arabic is to represent it in such a form which is faithful to its original meaning. 
Arab scholar, grammarians, and contemporary linguists limit the construction of HIJ�<@V ا>;:ل >?@w@B, which is 
equivalent to the linguistic term ‘indirect reported speech’, to include those reports which involve uses of the 
particles  َّأن ‘anna’,  َْأن ‘an’, or  ْإن ‘in’; those which include pronouns, deictic expressions and/or tense backshift; 
and those which use some specific reportive verbs, particularly those associated by one of the above mentioned 
particles. The impossibility of reporting ‘non-choral’ speeches of plural subjects in a verbatim direct form has 
not been discussed by Arabic scholars, hence they consider any reported speech which does not include one of 
the above mentioned syntactic indicators as a direct one. Adopting modern linguistic viewpoints concerning the 
aspect, the study in its stylistic and statistical analyses has identified the Qur’anic uses of this reportive mode, its 
speakers, the reportive verbs and constructions employed, which validate its hypotheses.      
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